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MERIDIAN FOSTERS IMPRESSIVE AWARD COLLECTION FOR DSP9 LOUDSPEAKER WITH NY 

PRODUCT DESIGN AWARD 

 

The Meridian DSP9 loudspeaker has once again achieved success for its product design 

excellence, this time at the New York Product Design Awards. Achieving the Gold Award for Audio 

& Video Devices: Speakers, Meridian’s design signature has maintained its elite status amongst 

designers, design teams, and manufacturers from all over the world. 

 

“It is fantastic that the DSP9 is gaining the global recognition and praise that it deserves. We 

humbly accept this award from the New York Product Design Awards,” states Katy Bradshaw, 

Global Marketing Director at Meridian. “Our expert engineering that powers the DSP9 

loudspeaker is only half of its innovation, it is also the seamless design signature encasing the 

technology.” 

 

The New York Design Awards honours the efforts of global designers, design teams, and 

manufacturers to create complete product design excellence. It is an International Awards 

Associate (IAA) competition, uniting creators with industry innovators, designers and 

professionals in a collective commitment to advance the design industry in a celebration of 

talent. Meridian graciously accepted the Gold New York Product Design Award for the Audio & 

Video Devices: Speakers category, bestowed by members of the industry-leading IAA Judging 

Council. This latest accolade elevates the global visibility of the Meridian brand in the design 

world. 

 



As the second loudspeaker released from the company’s Extreme Engineering Programme, 

Meridian’s DSP9 loudspeaker unites years of industry experience with the latest innovative 

technology. Delivering a seamless design signature, the DSP9 is sculpted by engineering experts, 

with a specially curated curved exterior that minimises unwanted sound diffraction from the 

drive units. Advanced engineering has shaped a three-dimensional space within the cabinet to 

deliver enhanced performance, and special techniques to ensure maximum sonic fidelity. The 

combination of visual and technical strategies delivers a completely seamless sound 

experience. 
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ABOUT MERIDIAN AUDIO 
Meridian, the award-winning British audio pioneer, has been creating innovative audio technologies 
and elegant, high performance audio products since 1977. Meridian’s ambition is to enable people to 
listen, enjoy and fall in love with their music and movies wherever they are, and our renowned sound 
philosophy can be applied in all listening environments. 
 
From the flagship DSP loudspeakers with integrated amplification, to discreet and powerful in-wall 
loudspeakers, Meridian engineers easy to install, high resolution audio systems for the home. 
Meridian’s products are sold by custom integrators and audio specialists in more than 80 countries, 
worldwide. 
 
Meridian works with many of the world’s leading brands and our customers include British Airways, 
Human Horizons, LG Electronics, Jaguar Land Rover and Kia, enabling millions of consumers around 
the world to experience our sound throughout their homes, and in automotive, marine and airline 
settings. Learn more at www.meridian-audio.com.  
 
Follow Meridian on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube @MeridianAudio. 
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